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Someday astronauts may explore Mars.
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exploring  space



1/Earth is part of the “Goldilocks zone” because it is at 
just the right distance from its star. What is Earth’s star?

a) the moon

b) the Milky Way

c) the sun

d) the galaxy

2/Just for Fun: Ask an adult to read you the story of 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears. They can find it on the 
internet. Now do you understand why planets that are 
at just the right distance from their star are said to be 
part of the Goldilocks zone?

3/Mars, the fourth planet from the sun, has always 
held a fascination for humans from the times of ancient 
Rome and Greece. It appears like a giant red ball in the 
sky and is nicknamed the Red Planet. Why do you think 
Mars is red?

a) The planet is on fire.

b) Each planet is a different color.

c) It is covered in red flowers.

d) The soil has rust particles in it.

4/In order to examine Mars, NASA scientists sent a 
car-size rover called Curiosity to the planet’s surface. 
Curiosity was designed to determine whether anything 
has ever lived on Mars. Look at the ground and the sky 
in the picture, and name three things Curiosity might 
have found on Mars. What do you think it would be like 
to explore Mars someday, like these astronauts?

FUN FACTS TEST YOUR SMARTS!
Mars is home to the tallest 
mountain in the solar system.

Mars has two moons, Phobos  
 and Deimos.

It can get pretty cold on Mars—
much colder than it is on our own 
planet, since it’s farther away 
from the sun. At its equator, 
temperatures can reach 68°F, 
but at its poles, they can plum-
met to as low as -220°F. Brr!
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Answer: The sun is the star in the center of our solar system. 
It gives off light and heat that sustain life on Earth.

Answer: Any of these answers seem like they could make sense, but the real 
answer is that the soil on Mars contains a lot of rust, also called iron oxide. You 
can sometimes see rust on old nails or screws that have been left out in the rain.
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Answer: Curiosity might have found rocks, red soil, dust, and lightening, 
but no man-made objects.


